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Abstract: As the amount of malware has grown rapidly in recent years, it has become the most
dominant attack method in network security. Learning execution behavior, especially Application
Programming Interface (API) call sequences, has been shown to be effective for malware detection.
However, it is troublesome in practice to adequate mining of API call features. Among the current
research methods, most of them only analyze single features or inadequately analyze the features,
ignoring the analysis of structural and semantic features, which results in information loss and thus
affects the accuracy. In order to deal with the problems mentioned above, we propose a novel method
of malware detection based on semantic information of behavioral features. First, we preprocess
the sequence of API function calls to reduce redundant information. Then, we obtain a vectorized
representation of the API call sequence by word embedding model, and encode the API call name by
analyzing it to characterize the API name’s semantic structure information and statistical information.
Finally, a malware detector consisting of CNN and bidirectional GRU, which can better understand
the local and global features between API calls, is used for detection. We evaluate the proposed model
in a publicly available dataset provided by a third party. The experimental results show that the
proposed method outperforms the baseline method. With this combined neural network architecture,
our proposed model attains detection accuracy of 0.9828 and an F1-Score of 0.9827.

Keywords: network security; dynamic analysis; API sequences; deep learning; malware detection

1. Introduction

A boom in computers and Internet technology has given rise to a growing amount of
malware being developed. According to AV-TEST statistics (https://portal.av-atlas.org,
accessed on 11 January 2022), over 120 million new malware samples were identified
in 2021, a 36.5% surge from the previous year. As of 2022, the total amount of malware
had reached a billion, and the quantity of new malware was growing and accelerating
year by year, which made the network security situation more and more severe. In today’s
era, the construction of new infrastructure, such as artificial intelligence, 5G networks,
and industrial Internet, has gradually become a hot spot for innovation (Zhao et al. [1];
Xu et al. [2]). Therefore, malware detection, especially for new variants that emerge, is
essential in system and network security to prevent further threats to users (Han et al. [3],
Korczynski et al. [4]; Xu et al. [5]).

The mainstream approach to detecting malware is divided into two main categories:
static analysis, which analyzes the program directly, and dynamic analysis, which requires
running the program before starting the analysis (Cesare et al. [6]; Galal et al. [7]). Static
analysis methods usually refer to identifying malicious samples by examining the architec-
ture or bytecode files of the program without running them (Ijaz et al. [8]; Zhao et al. [9]).
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Normally, static analysis requires tools like IDA Pro and Stud_PE to extract static features,
such as byte or opcode sequences, string information, etc. The characteristics obtained
by static analysis can be compared with existing signatures saved in the database with
malicious intent (Moser et al. [10]; Ye et al. [11]) or by machine learning models. However,
those approaches can easily bypass fuzzing techniques (Burnap et al. [12]; Ucci et al. [13])
and are susceptible to interference in packing and deformation, leading to a decrease in
accuracy. In addition, pattern matching methods can effectively and accurately detect
known malware. However, they require a lot of manual experience for sample analysis and
rule extraction, and require continuous updating of the signature database, which greatly
limits the ability to detect new malware.

An approach to dynamic analysis uses data on the behavior of malware throughout
its execution to address the shortcomings of static analysis. Dynamic analysis methods
obtain behavior characteristics like file, network, registry, and process activities by running
examples in a secure virtual environment known as a sandbox, which can capture some
attributes that reflect behavioral intent. Those approaches can be used to identify similarities
in the dynamic behavior of undiscovered malware (Bazrafshan et al. [14]). Therefore, it
enables unknown malware detection, which is a capability that signature based approaches
lack. Several studies (Cesare et al. [15]; Egele et al. [16]; Ki et al. [17]) have demonstrated
in recent years that dynamic analysis can provide greater insight into how malware is
generated and implemented than static analysis (Pektaş et al. [18]; Palumbo et al. [19]), and
to a certain extent, can provide more reliable detection performance and is more resilient.

Behavioral features, especially Application Programming Interface (API) call se-
quences, can hold relevant information about programs and behaviors, because it of-
fers access information to the primary resources in the kernel system. A large number
of researchers have extracted patterns in API call sequences for malware detection and
classification. Some research attempts to identify malware by association rule mining
(Galal et al. [7]; Ding et al. [20]; Miao et al. [21]). However, with the growing quantity of
malware and the emergence of new types of malware in recent eras (Shalaginov et al. [22];
Xu et al. [23]), the traditional approach to high-volume malware detection consumes a
lot of human and computing resources and limits detection efficiency. Thus, more and
more researchers are focusing on Machine Learning and Deep Learning. Some studies,
for instance, have extracted characteristics from sequences of API calls and used Machine
Learning algorithms that include Random Forests, K-Nearest Neighbors, and Support
Vector Machines (Tran et al. [24]; Kim et al. [25]; Salehi et al. [26]), and Deep Learning
algorithms, like Convolutional Neural Networks (Huang et al. [27]; Pascanu et al. [28];
Zhang et al. [29]) for malware detection. Deep learning algorithms have the advantage of
being faster and more accurate than Machine Learning methods in automatically extracting
malware features for detection, dramatically improving detection efficiency and increasing
detection accuracy while promoting the development of malware detection technology.
Moreover, inspired by the Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques, which are also
applied to detect malware (Kang et al. [30]; Amer et al. [31]; Wang et al. [32]), programs can
be understood by the sequence of API calls representing the context of the calling program.
Although there are many studies based on natural language processing, there are still some
problems. For example, most studies only analyze semantic information and ignore the
analysis of structural and statistical features.

In this paper, we propose an approach to detect malware with natural language
processing and behavioral features, which uses word embedding techniques and feature
weighting to learn the the characteristic patterns of API calls in malware. The API sequence
feature that describes the context relationship between consecutive API calls and the name
feature modeled according to the API name semantic structure information and statistical
features. We implement the approach with a deep neural network, namely CNNs-BiGRU.
Results illustrate that our proposed work better than other machine learning and deep
learning models, achieving an accuracy of 0.9828 and an F1-Score of 0.9827 on the test set.

In summary, the following contributions are given in this paper.
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• We propose an approach to malware detection that is based on natural language
processing and behavioral features, which can achieve high accuracy just by analyzing
API call sequences;

• We design a feature vectorization representation method based on the Skip-Gram
algorithm for better learning of contextual behavior information. We demonstrate the
results of the experiments and validate the experimental effect of the feature method
for word vector representation;

• We design a method that combines API calls’ semantic information and statisti-
cal characteristics. Numerous experiments verify the effectiveness of the approach
we propose;

• We propose a CNNs-BiGRU based deep learning approach to implement malware
detection and evaluate it. The results demonstrate that our model superior to other
malware detection models.

The rest of this article is organized as follows: Existing research works related to
malware detection is discussed in Section 2. Section 3 delineates the proposed approach.
Section 4 gives the datasets and the obtained empirical results. Section 5 concludes this
article and analyzes the limitations of this framework and future work.

2. Related Work

This section discusses studies of malware detection techniques based on static, dy-
namic, and natural language processing and deep learning-based techniques. The summary
of malware detection systems are included in Table 1.

2.1. Static Analysis

The static analysis method has the advantages of high detection security, fast detec-
tion, and low detection overhead, because no samples are executed, but it is sensitive to
obfuscation techniques.

Moskovitch et al. [33] proposed a malicious code classification methodology on the
basis of opcode sequences, using N-gram sequences with different dimensions, 1-g, 2-g, ...
and 6-g, to construct feature sets. Using different methods, document frequency, informa-
tion gain and Fisher Score, they finally determined that the 2-g-based opcode sequences
obtain better classification performance. This method solved the problem of low accuracy
when the data were unbalanced. Shabtai et al. [34] focused on a detection method based
on extracting static feature of malicious codes, then classified them by a machine learning
model, achieved high accuracy while keeping a low false positive rate. The method ex-
tracted the instruction layer and byte-level features of malicious codes through the N-grams
algorithm, trained them with multiple classifiers. An active learning mechanism, as well
as a weighting algorithm, were used for the classification results of these classifiers to
retain a high detection accuracy. However, this method was the result of combining several
simple machine learning classification models, and the accuracy of detection needed to be
improved. Chai et al. [35] proposed a dynamic prototype network (DPNSA) that can learn
adaptively based on samples to detect malware. The method took images from fixed-size
malware binaries and used them as input to the embedding module. Then, introduced the
dynamic convolutional neural network, which employed the SE module in the convolution.
They proposed a new activation function based on the dynamic activation function, i.e.,
the dual-sample dynamic activation. The distance between malware and query samples
was calculated using a metric approach to achieve malware detection. Sami et al. [36] intro-
duced data mining into malware detection. The method analyzed and extracted the API
calls of PE files, then selected the most distinguishing API calls by Fisher score to improve
the classification accuracy. Random forest was used for classification, which achieved an
accuracy of 0.983. Although the method achieved good performance in an unbalanced
dataset, handling unreachable code and fake API calls needed further improvement.
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2.2. Dynamic Analysis

The dynamic analysis approach entails running the test program in a secure simulation
environment as a way to capture the behavior of the program’s execution. Activities like
registry, API call, and network communications are examined to identify if the program
is malicious.

Christodorescu et al. [37] used a data mining algorithm to capture the difference
between malicious and benign programs from the dependency graph. This method was
able to detect the obfuscated malware, but it was time consuming. Tobiyama et al. [38] used
Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) to construct a behavioral model to transform APIs into
feature vectors and generate feature images and then used Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN) to perform malware detection. It was observed that API call sequences could cause
performance loss if they were too long. However, the dataset used in this method is too
small, and the model tends to be overfitted. Ndibanje et al. [39] dynamically obtained API
calls in a virtual environment and performed similarity calculations on API sequences to
distinguish different malware with similar behavioral contexts. Zhang et al. [40] obtained
API-Graph to characterize the internal relations among entities by constructing API re-
lationship diagrams. Then, they transformed the API in the relationship graph into the
embeddings of Random Forests, Support Vector Machine (SVM), and Deep Neural Net-
works (DNNs), so that the semantic feature similarity was preserved even if the malware
evolves. Rosenberg et al. [41] separated the original API sequence into several subsequences
and used Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) to detect each subsequence separately. The
whole sequence would be identified as malicious whenever a subsequence was marked as
malicious. Zhang et al. [29] extracted features from API names and runtime parameters,
used a hashing method to encode API names, categories, and parameters separately, and
set different dimension sizes based on the feature characteristics. Then, these characteristics
were further connected and fed into the CNN model and applied Bi-LSTM to capture the
connections between APIs. The results showed that the method achieved an accuracy of
over 0.96 with an AUC of 0.99, which is higher than other similar methods. Chen et al. [42]
suggested a DNN-based detection of malware for learning parameter-enhanced API calls.
For part of the API, a set of empirical rules containing four categories totaling more than
100 were constructed manually, together with statistical rules to identify if the parameter is
malicious. Different categories were classified based on the GSDMM clustering algorithm
for the rest of the calls to obtain their sensitivity labels.

2.3. Natural Language Processing and Deep Learning for Malware Detection

Recently, many studies have combined natural language processing with deep learning
to apply it to feature processing of malicious code, using word embedding to vectorize
the features.

David et al. [43] implemented malware classification by using deep belief networks
(DBN) through a deep stack of denoising autoencoders. The sandbox-generated log files
were transformed into fixed-size strings using the most common method in natural lan-
guage processing, the 1-g approach. The commonly used 20,000 words were extracted to
form a dictionary, and then a binary vector was produced by checking which of these words
existed for each text sample. Arzu et al. [44] designed a framework that used a weighted
random walk method to obtain a sequence of opcodes and performed feature learning on
the opcode graph. After that, a vectorized representation was performed using Word2Vec.
By applying the random walk method for edge and node selection to avoid handling
lengthy operation code sequences, a vector space consisting of low-dimensional sequen-
tial opcode embeddings was constructed with extremely high accuracy. Kang et al. [30]
employed an LSTM-based word embedding method, combining the strengths of signature-
based and heuristic approaches, to analyze opcode and API names in fewer dimensions
and to made an evaluation of malware detection and differentiation. Experimental results
show that the time for learning was about 10 min faster and the performance was improved
by about 0.5% compared to the One-Hot encoding method when Word2Vec was used.
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Liu et al. [45] considered that consecutive repetitive API calls were unnecessary, so the
same APIs that appeared more than twice in a row in the collected API sequences were
culled, and the API sequences were sorted according to the process call time to extract the
valid API sequences. Then, each API call is transformed into a unique binary vector using
Word2Vec, and here they set the vector length to 50. Finally, by comparing the detection
accuracy of GRU, BGRU, LSTM, BLSTM, and SimpleRNN, the highest accuracy of malware
detection is determined by using BLSTM neural network. Amer and Zelinka [31] used a
Markov chain approach to the detection of malware. The semantic similarity of each API
in benign and malicious software was calculated in the initialization phase, and the APIs
were clustered using K-means. After setting the API to its cluster index, a sequence of
transfer matrices was constructed. They determined whether the sequence was malicious
by calculating the API sequence’s transfer probability. Wang et al. [32] presented a SIMPLE
model to identify novel malware families with limited samples, which significantly solved
the problems of sample scarcity and dynamic identification. They took the original API
sequence using N-gram to enhance the local feature representation, and word embedding
was applied to initialize the embedding matrix.

Table 1. Summary of malware detection systems.

Paper Year Analysis Type Feature Info Method

Moskovitch et al. [33] 2008 Static N-grams ML
Shabtai et al. [34] 2009 Static N-gram ML
Sami et al. [36] 2010 Static frequency characteristic ML
Kang et al. [30] 2019 Static semantic information DL
Chai et al. [35] 2022 Static malware images DL
Arzu et al. [44] 2022 Static semantic information DL
Christodorescu et al. [37] 2007 Dynamic dependency graph Data Mining
David et al. [43] 2015 Dynamic 1-g DL
Tobiyama et al. [38] 2016 Dynamic relationship between API calls DL
Kolosnjaji et al. [46] 2016 Dynamic One-Hot DL
Rosenberg et al. [41] 2018 Dynamic frequency characteristic DL
Ndibanje et al. [39] 2019 Dynamic statistical information ML
Liu et al. [45] 2019 Dynamic semantic information DL
Amer and Zelinka [31] 2020 Dynamic Markov DL
Zhang et al. [40] 2020 Dynamic API-Graph DL
Wang et al. [32] 2021 Dynamic semantic information DL
Zhang et al. [29] 2020 Dynamic hash encoding DL
Catak et al. [47] 2020 Dynamic relationship between API calls DL
Chen et al. [42] 2022 Dynamic semantic clustering DL
Li et al. [48] 2022 Dynamic intrinsic features DL

It is known from previous work that word vectors generated by malware can be
used for malware detection, thus providing crucial insights for malware analysis. As
far as we know, most deep learning-based malware detection methods work with static
features, and only a few studies consider dynamic features. Moreover, most existing
dynamic analysis methods only analyze a single feature or analyze the feature insufficiently,
resulting in information loss and affecting accuracy. Therefore, our approach exploits
CNNs using dynamic features to discover malware. Experimental findings demonstrate
that the proposed detection method based on CNNs-BiGRU can efficiently detect malware.

3. Methodology

API calls usually describe the semantic execution of a program. The program’s
behavior can be described by analyzing the relationships between API calls and determining
whether a file is malicious. Therefore, in this article, we represent the semantics of the
procedure on the basis of API calls. In this section, a description of the working principle
of our proposed malware detection method is presented. The system we propose is
shown in Figure 1 and has three phases: data preprocessing phase, feature extraction
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and generation phase, and model detection phase. We shall describe these phases in the
following subsections in detail.

Figure 1. Overview of proposed model.

3.1. Data Preprocessing

Firstly, extract API call sequences from the datasets. After obtaining the API sequences, we
find that there are many consecutive repetitive APIs, because a program usually calls some of
the same APIs repeatedly when performing some loops or some file-related work. To improve
performance, we remove those same call subsequences, which are considered redundant, and
only keep those most distinguishing features. Since the convolutional neural network needs to
guarantee that the input matrix has the same dimensionality while the length of API sequences
in every sample are different, API sequences are treated uniformly for all samples. Here, the
API sequence length is set to a fixed length, the APIs exceeding this length are truncated, and
those with insufficient length are complemented by ‘0’.

3.2. Feature Extraction and Generation
3.2.1. Sequence-Based Embedding

Word embedding [49] is the representation of a word in an n-dimensional vector space.
Within the context of malware detection, the sequence of calls to API in malware is not
arbitrarily present. It reflects some contextual pattern of malicious activity. These patterns
have similar manifestations across different malware. We can identify the contextual
relationships among API function sequences by learning these patterns from a mount of
malicious sequences.

Since the possible contextual relationships between API calls cannot be captured by
statistical methods alone, inspired by word embeddings used in NLP, we initialize the
embedding matrix with pre-trained word embeddings rather than random initialization
to give semantic meaning to the word vectors. There are various models used in Word
Embeddings, one of them is the Word2Vec model, which represents words as vectors based
on several features they have, such as window size and vector size. Word2Vec captures
the similarity values between words from the training of a large corpus. The resulting
similarity values are computed from the word vector values then using the cosine similarity
formula. Thus, similar words tend to have the same vector values and are grouped into
the same block. Word2Vec is considered to be one of the most commonly used forms of
word embeddings (Rezaeinia et al. [50]; Alami et al. [51]; Martinčić-Ipšićet al. [52]), which
contains both CBOW and Skip-Gram models. The core idea of the CBOW model is to use
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the context before and after a keyword to predict the probability of the occurrence of that
keyword, as shown in Equation (1). Skip-Gram model is just the opposite; it is the use of a
keyword to predict the probability of the words that appear before and after the keyword,
and the model’s target formula is shown in Equation (2). Unlike the CBOW model, the
Skip-Gram will output multiple probability distributions from the hidden layer to the
output layer.

P(ωc|ωo1 , . . . , ωo2m) =
exp

(
1

2m u>c (νo1 + . . . + νo2m)
)

∑i∈ν exp
(

1
2m u>i (νo1 + . . . + νo2m)

) (1)

P(ωo|ωc) =
exp

(
u>o νc

)
∑i∈ν exp

(
u>i νc

) (2)

where ωo, ωc represent context words and center words, respectively, and uo, νc repre-
sent context word vectors and center vectors. Here, the window size is m and V is the
whole lexicon.

In this paper, we use the Skip-Gram model (as shown in Figure 2), a shallow single-
layer neural network, to capture the connection of hidden contexts between features and to
efficiently model API sequence patterns. In this study, the pre-processed API call sequences
are used as a corpus for training, which is trained by predicting the C words of the word’s
context by the target word to obtain the encoding of all APIs.

First, each API call is vectorized using the One-Hot algorithm, and each vector’s length
V is the amount of unique APIs counted. Row number of the element corresponding to
the index position of a word in the vocabulary is 1, and other elements are 0. Then, word
embedding is performed. According to the index mapping, each word is mapped to the
N-dimensional space so that all words can be mapped to the matrix W ∈ RV×N , where
every column in the matrix matches a word. Finally, the output is multiplied with the
weight matrix W ′ ∈ RN×V , to acquire a probability distribution. The ultimate goal of model
training is to obtain a weight matrix W, in which each row represents a lower dimensional
vector of different APIs. In this way, the sequence r in which each API is expressed as
a lower dimensional vector Φ(Vi). And for out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words, we use ‘0’
as padding.

Figure 2. Word embedding model based on API sequence.

3.2.2. Name-Based Embedding

Since operating system developers usually adopt a semantic based naming approach
for APIs (Hart et al. [53]), each API name string contains certain semantic information. In
this chapter, an encoding method for feature representation on the basis of API names
is defined.

An efficient way to describe the semantic information of API names was presented by
Li et al. [48], who designed an ‘action’ dictionary to extract its operations from each call, and
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the remaining part after extraction is used as the ‘object’ of its operations. We improve this by
redescribing the API based on the feature representation of Li. Each API name consists of mul-
tiple words, and we extract from the API name the string that reflects the API operation and the
object of the operation. The cuckoo sandbox
(https://github.com/cuckoosandbox/cuckoo/wiki/Hooked-APIs-and-Categories, accessed
on 11 January 2022) tracks a total of 312 API calls belonging to 17 categories. We obtain their
categories based on the API classification criteria offered by the cuckoo sandbox, and divide
the API calls into 18 categories, as shown in Equation (3). In this way, the action, object, and
category for each API name are sequentially arranged to form a sequence, which is used as
input to generate API name features with the same idea as API sequence embedding. Thus,
the name embedding will be closed for APIs that exhibit related behaviors in the sequence.

categoryi ∈ { ‘noti f ication’, ‘certi f icate’, ‘crypto’, ‘exception’, ‘ f ile’, ‘iexplore’, ‘misc’,

‘netapi’, ‘network’, ‘ole’, ‘process’, ‘registry’, ‘resource’, ‘services’,

‘synchronisation’, ‘system’, ‘ui’, ‘other’}
(3)

TF-IDF, a statistical method, is a weighting technique frequently employed in text
mining and information retrieval to estimate the significance of a word for documents in
a corpus. If a word or phrase frequently appears in one document and seldom in others,
it is deemed to possess excellent category differentiation ability and is appropriate for
classification. We also analyze the TF-IDF values of each API, as shown in Equation (4), to
incorporate statistical characteristics into the name embeddings.

TF− IDF = TF× IDF =
ni,j

∑k nk,j
× log

|D|∣∣j : ti ∈ dj
∣∣ (4)

where ni,j represents the occurrences of the word in document dj, nk,j represents the overall
number of occurrences of all words in document dj. D refers to the overall count of
documents included in the corpus, and j is the count of documents that contain the word.

We combine the word vectors of API name features obtained from the word embedding
model with their statistical features, and they provide a vectorized representation of
API names. Finally, we link the sequence-based embedding long with the name-based
embedding into a complete embedding, which is illustrated in Figure 3. In this way, the
embeddings generated for sequence-related APIs or name-related APIs are close, which
enables the CNNs-BiGRU model to perceive the feature information of the APIs.

Figure 3. API embedded module.

3.3. CNNs-BiGRU Model

We apply the CNNs-BiGRU model to build a malware detection model, which includes
a deep learning architecture consisting of convolutional layers with multiple convolutional

https://github.com/cuckoosandbox/cuckoo/wiki/Hooked-APIs-and-Categories
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kernels of different sizes and bidirectional GRUs. Figure 4 shows a detailed description of
the CNN-BiGRU layers used for malware detection.

Figure 4. CNNs-BiGRU model architecture.

Input layer: This layer has malware or benign software samples for training and
testing, it consists of a sample set of datasets with length varying between 0 and L as input.
We select 80% of the dataset as training set in a randomized manner and keep the remaining
20% as test set with a data size of 20,000. The preprocessing block is a part of the input
layer, where the length of the sequence of all the samples is uniformly processed. Here,
it is set to a fixed length of 1000 to improve performance and reduce training time while
maximizing the inclusion of useful data.

Embedding layer: The embedding layer converts each call in the API sequence into
a vector representation. We determine the embedding vectors based on the word vector
model with semantic information of the API sequence and the feature vector model consist-
ing of API name features processed into the Skip-Gram model in Section 3.2. The output
dimensions of the embedded layers are 200 and 10 to represent API calls of malware or
benign files, respectively.

Convolution 1D layer: The convolution layer is the main building block of the CNN.
We use multiple convolution kernels of different scales in parallel. Multi-layer convolution
applies several convolution layers with different filter sizes to extract API calls of different
lengths, where different lengths of sequences represent different granularity of behavioral
features. The API sequence module sets up three parallel convolution layers with filter
sizes of 3, 4, and 5, respectively, and the API name module applies an embedding layer and
a convolution layer with filter size 4. The API name module applies an embedding layer
and a convolutional layer with a filter size of 4. “Relu” is used as the activation function of
the layer.

Bidirectional GRU layer: after concatenating all the outputs of the convolutional layer,
the BiGRU module is applied to process the data in both the forward and reverse directions
to capture the relationship between the API calls.

A gated recurrent neural network is a simplified and improved neural network for
LSTM (Tang et al. [54]). For the gated recurrent unit, in order to reduce the parameters and
tensor of the model and improve the information processing efficiency, the gated recurrent
unit will replace the three gating units of the LSTM with the Reset gate (rt) and the Update
gate (zt); thus, it is more concise and efficient than LSTM. The gates are formalized as
Formulas (5) and (6). The GRU unit is shown in Figure 5.
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The GRU obtains the information of the two gates through a current input xt and the
hidden state ht−1 passed down from the previous node.

Reset gate : rt = σ(Wr · [ht−1, xt]) (5)

Update gate : zt = σ(Wz · [ht−1, xt]) (6)

After the GRU model obtains the gating information, it needs to splice the reset data
and the input xi, and then use the tanh function to complete the activation task, so that the
output from the hidden node can be obtained. The formula is shown in Equation (7).

h̃t = tanh(W · [rtht−1, xt]) (7)

Finally, in the “update” stage, the expression is shown in Equation (8).

ht = (1− zt)ht−1 + zt h̃t (8)

In the above formulas, Wr, Wz, W represent the corresponding weight matrix.

Figure 5. Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU).

The bidirectional GRU consists of two GRUs for processing sequential data. One of
the GRU receives input sequence forward and the other receives backward, so that the
bidirectional GRU is able to have the previous and future features in the sequence data
learned. Bidirectional GRUs can be applied to data sequences to solve problems related to
natural language processing. The advantage of the bidirectional model is that they produce
greater accuracy while reducing the quantity of parameters necessary to train the model.
The BiGRU network has fewer parameters than the Bi-LSTM, and the computation process
is relatively simple and takes less time.

Dense layer: By using a dense connected layer, the features are further downscaled
to 64 and 32 dimensions sequentially. The dense layer considers all the values in the
bi-directional GRU output, applies the “Relu” activation function, and generates the output.
We further use a dropout layer for regularization purposes.

Dropout layer: The dropout layer reduces the overfitting of the model to the training
data by randomly deactivating some neurons with a certain probability. And, it makes
the network more robust by forcing the model not to depend on specific neurons. We use
multiple dropout layers in the proposed model to reduce the overfitting problem. Each
dropout layer drops 20% (0.2) of the output of the previous layer.

The last dense layer of the activation function of the proposed model is adapted
according to the classification of the expected results of the model. For malware detection,
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the Sigmoid function is used and the output dimension 2 is chosen to predict whether a
given file is malware or not.

4. Dataset and Evaluation Methods

Throughout this section, a description of the dataset and experimental setup employed
in the experiment are given, and the results of our experiments are presented. We also
show the comparison results with baseline models and the ablation studies to verify that
each part of our method is effective in improving detection.

4.1. Experimental Design
4.1.1. Dataset

To verify our approach, we use a dataset generated through Sandbox and openly avail-
able in Github (https://github.com/kericwy1337/Datacon2019-Malicious-Code-DataSet-
Stage1, accessed on 11 January 2022) provided by a third party. It contains execution traces
of PE files with 20K entries in total. Among them, 10K are from malicious Windows PE
files and the rest are benign. Figure 6 displays a snippet extracted from the XML file output
generated after subjecting an executable (exe) file to the sandbox environment.

Figure 6. Example sample snippet.

Figure 7 shows the distribution of the extracted API sequence length for each file. The
API sequence length of approximately 60% of all files was less than 1000, and the other
lengths are scattered over a wide range and memory overflow occurs during training as
the API sequence length increases. Therefore, in this study, the maximum length of API
sequences was limited to 1000.

Figure 7. Distribution of API sequence lengths extracted from each file.

https://github.com/kericwy1337/Datacon2019-Malicious-Code-DataSet-Stage1
https://github.com/kericwy1337/Datacon2019-Malicious-Code-DataSet-Stage1
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4.1.2. Experimental Setup

The proposed model is on a system with Intel Core i5-10210U. The experimental
program is written in Python language and uses PyTorch 1.10.0 as the backend. The hyper-
parameters in experiments are listed in Table 2. The experiment batch is to 64, and the
training period is 80.

Table 2. Hyper-parameters in experiments.

Hyper-Parameter Value

Window sizes in Skip-Gram model 5
The minimum count in Skip-Gram model 3
Units of embedding layer in Sequence-based model 200
Units of embedding layer in Name-based model 10
Activation function of convolution layers Relu
Bi-GRU layer 1
Units of Bi-GRU layer 100
Units of the first dense layer 64
Units of the second dense layer 32
Activation function of dense layers Relu
Dropout Ratio 0.2
Learning rate 10−3

Table 3 shows the accuracy and F1-Score of detection with different embedding models
and embedding vector size settings. We performed a comparison of multiple word embed-
ding models with embedding vector sizes set to 100, 128, and 200, respectively. From the
tabular data, it can be seen in the table that the accuracy of detection using the Skip-Gram
model is always higher than the accuracy obtained with the CBOW model. In addition, the
highest accuracy and F1-Score are obtained when the embedding vector size is set to 128.

Table 3. Various architectures’ performance comparison based on the embedding model.

Embedding Model Embedding Vector Size Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score

CBOW
100 0.9770 0.9793 0.9743 0.9780
128 0.9720 0.9724 0.9715 0.9719
200 0.9715 0.9709 0.9719 0.9714

Skip-Gram
100 0.9775 0.9843 0.9706 0.9773
128 0.9828 0.9870 0.9789 0.9827
200 0.9755 0.9827 0.9680 0.9754

4.2. Evaluation Metrics

In our experiments, we select 80% data from the dataset for training, while keeping the
remaining 20% for testing. We assess the performance of our proposed model depending
on the following metrics, including accuracy, precision, recall, F1-Score, and Receiver
Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves. The assessment indicators are calculated as shown
in Equations (9)–(12).

Accuracy=
TP+TN

TP+FP + TN+FN
(9)

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
(10)

Recall =
TP

TP + FN
(11)

F1− Score =
2× Precision× Recall

Precision + Recall
(12)
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4.3. Experimental Results
4.3.1. Comparison with Baselines

We assess the performance of three traditional Machine Learning algorithms, which
are Naïve Bayes (NB), K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN), and Decision Tree (DT), and three
Deep Learning models, which include BiLSTM, Text-CNN, and BiGRU. All algorithms
measure results using accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-Score metrics.

As shown in Table 4, the performance of deep learning models is generally superior to
that of the machine learning model, indicating that the features of API sequences cannot be
fully exploited based on frequency features alone. The accuracy of the model proposed
in this paper, namely CNNs-BiGRU, is 0.9828, precision is 0.9870, recall is 0.9789, and
F1-Score is 0.9827 on the test dataset, which is the best performance among all models of
machine learning and deep learning. This indicates multiple CNN networks can extract
local features at different scales, local and higher-order features of the call can be better
captured, and BiGRU models can use contextual information more effectively to increase
the detection performance on the model.

Table 4. Comparison with baseline models.

Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score

NB 0.8198 0.8518 0.7768 0.8126
KNN 0.9175 0.9556 0.8767 0.9145
DT 0.9178 0.9184 0.9180 0.9182
Text-CNN 0.9443 0.9587 0.9298 0.9440
BiLSTM 0.9743 0.9766 0.9723 0.9758
CNNs-BiGRU 0.9828 0.9870 0.9789 0.9827

Figure 8 plots the ROC curves [55] of various approaches over the test dataset, which
represents the false positive rate (FPR) on the x-axis and the true positive rate (TPR) on
the y-axis. Area under ROC curve is defined as AUC; the larger its value, the better the
classifier works. It can be observed that our model obtains the best AUC score among all
the baseline models of the test dataset, and the proposed model obtains a high TPR even
with a low FPR.

Figure 8. Comparisons of ROC curves of different models.

4.3.2. Ablation Studies

The proposed model is made up of several components that can be flexibly tuned, such
as feature processing, CNNs, and BiGRU. To explore the effects of different configurations,
we conduct several groups of comparative experiments by fixing other structures and
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changing only the test components. The results of these experiments are the foundation for
determining the structure of the final model.

• Feature processing: a set of experiments is used to verify the detection effectiveness
of various feature processing methods, networks only the contextual semantic infor-
mation about the sequence of API calls, networks only the semantic structure for the
names of API calls and statistical features, and networks with both.

• CNNs: by a set of experiments to observe the model effects of API sequences of
different lengths, two convolutional layers with the first filter stride of 3 and the
second filter stride of 5; three convolutional layers with kernel strides of 3, 4, and 5;
three convolutional layers with kernel strides of 3, 5, and 7; and four convolutional
layers with kernel strides of 3, 4, 5, and 6.

• BiGRU: a set of experiments are to understand the impact of the pact of the BiGRU
layer, the model has no BiGRU, only one unidirectional GRU, and BiGRU.

As shown in Figure 9, the absence of any part causes the model’s performance to
degrade, indicating that each feature we deal with has a will impact on our test model.
The model that combines both features achieves the highest performance, especially with
respect to accuracy and F1-Score, significantly better than the other two sets of experiments.
It is significant to note that the module lacking information regarding the semantics of
the API sequence obtained the worst performance, indicating the importance of semantic
information about API call context.

Figure 9. Comparison analysis of accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-Score of processing methods.

For the application of the number of convolutional layers, Figure 10 illustrates the
performance for each configuration. The convergence is slower and the final performance
is poorer when the convolutional layer size is 2. The model performance is higher when
the number of convolutional layers is 3 than when it is 2. Among them, the patterns with
filter sizes of 3, 4, and 5 have higher performance than those with filter sizes of 3, 5, and 7.
In addition, the performance does not bring improvement as the convolution layer count
grows from 3 to 4. Therefore, we chose a three-layer convolutional layer structure in our
model with applied filter sizes of 3, 4, and 5.
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Figure 10. Comparison analysis of accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-Score of the number of convolu-
tional layers.

Figure 11 illustrates a comparison of various numbers of GRUs. It is clear that BiGRU
model has significantly better accuracy, recall, and F1-Score than the other two models,
which indicates the importance of BiGRU for this detection model. It is noticeable that
as the quantity of GRUs grows, the convergence of the model gradually accelerates and
the performance improves, reflecting that learning the contextual relationship of API calls
helps improve the model’s performance.

Figure 11. Comparative analysis of accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-Score of BiGRU model.
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4.3.3. Model Evaluation

We compare the performance of the algorithms in this experiment with the perfor-
mance of other state-of-the-art malware detection methods in the existing literature to better
evaluate the method proposed in this work. Kolosnjaji et al. [46] built a detection model
based on a sequence of system calls, transferring the deep learning over. A unique binary
vector was encoded for each API from the dataset using One-Hot coding. A deep neural
network with two convolutions and one recursive neural network were used for malware
classification. Liu et al. [45] proposed a BLSTM-based malware detection method. The
same APIs that appear more than twice in a row are removed and sorted by call time. Then,
Word2Vec is transformed into a unique binary vector for each API call, and finally a BLSTM
neural network is used to implement malware detection. Catak et al. [47] built a malware
detection model using deep learning methods. The sequences of API calls they collected
were detected with an embedding layer and a two-layer LSTM. Li et al. [48] presented an
architecture for malware detection basing on the intrinsic features with API sequences.
They designed a feature encoder consisting of three modules to express and assemble the
inherent characteristics of API sequences. On the basis of the encoder, they implemented a
deep learning model as a means of detecting whether a program is malware or not.

We replicate the above methodology and conduct experiments using the same dataset.
We mainly consider four metrics including accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-Score.

As shown in Table 5, the model we proposed scores the highest in all metrics compared
to all the other detection models. In comparison to the models based on the traditional
approaches (Kolosnjaji et al. [46] and Catak et al. [47]), our proposed approach learns
more features and the model performance is significantly more efficient, which shows the
importance of learning both semantic and structural information of APIs through word
embedding models. Liu et al. [45], using only semantic features, and Li et al. [48], using only
structural features, both obtain good results, but neither is the best-performing method,
suggesting that a combination of structural semantic information and statistical features of
APIs can be used to learn API features more adequately.

Table 5. Various architectures’ performance comparison based on the embedding model.

Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score Structure Semantic

Kolosnjaji et al. [46] 0.9660 0.9569 0.9775 0.9671
Liu et al. [45] 0.9668 0.9763 0.9575 0.9668 X

Catak et al. [47] 0.9685 0.9720 0.9642 0.9681
Li et al. [48] 0.9738 0.9774 0.9712 0.9743 X

Proposed Model 0.9828 0.9870 0.9789 0.9827 X X

5. Conclusions and Future Work

Malware has grown to be a common problem in computer security. Therefore, it is
crucial to have an effective malware detection method to detect malware precisely. While
many malware detection techniques have decent performance, some still need to improve in
semantic information analysis. This work introduces a new approach to dynamic malware
detection on the basis of behavioral features. First, a vectorized representation is performed
on the basis of API call sequences, which is trained with the Skip-Gram model to acquire
the contextual semantic information of APIs. Then, the API call names are encoded by
analyzing the semantic information of the name structure and the statistical features. Finally,
the embedded API sequences are fed into the CNNs-BiGRU network to train the detector
for malware. Multiple sets of experiments demonstrate that this proposed model superior
to all the proposed baselines and can effectively achieve malware detection, reaching an
accuracy of 0.9828 and an F1-Score of 0.9827.

There are some potential problems with our framework, which may limit its practical
application. For example, encoding API names manually suffers from a lack of flexibility. In
order to improve the ability to learn semantic information with a high degree of flexibility,
there is an urgent need to work on developing a more automated way of encoding API
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names. This will help the system understand the semantic meaning of APIs more accurately.
In addition, many recent studies have shown that API parameters can effectively improve
malware detection. In the next step, we plan to analyze API parameters and further modify
our approach to analyze malware more comprehensively. Some new malware variants
emerge as new loopholes are discovered, which lead to concept drift, a phenomenon where
the incoming test distribution deviates from the original training distribution [56]. That
will result in the classifier’s performance to start degrading over time. In the future, we
will modify our model to develop a more robust feature space and adapt to the drift.
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